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Business Retention & Expansion Program 
2023 continued the City’s second phase of the Business Retention & Expansion Program (BR&E), which was to revisit 
businesses that had previously been met with to be updated on their operations. These second-round visits helped City 
officials continue foster relationships with the business community. As the community continues to grow, these 
relationships will be vital to ensuring the EDA and the City are aware of challenges being faced by local businesses and 
fostering a system that will allow the EDA and the City to assist businesses where they are able. 

In 2023, EDA officials and City staff members visited six businesses, touring facilities, meeting workers, and speaking 
with business representatives to get a pulse on the business community. Below is a list of businesses visited in 2023 
along with the EDA representatives who were present. 

 Nick Slavik Painting – March 23 
o Troy Pint, Eric Krogman, Joshua Tetzlaff, Ken Ondich, Jo Foust, Michael Werneke, 

 Mayo Health Systems – May 31 
o Troy Pint, Jo Foust, Michael Werneke 

 El Tequilla – May 31 
o Troy Pint, Ken Ondich, Jo Foust, Michael Werneke 

 Minnwest Bank – June 14 
o Ken Ondich, Jo Foust, Michael Werneke 

 First Bank & Trust – June 26 
o Joshua Tetzlaff, Ken Ondich, Jo Foust, Michael Werneke 

 CVF Racing (Online) – August 4 
o Joshua Tetzlaff, Ken Ondich, Jo Foust, DEED Representatives, GreaterMSP Representatives 

Business retention and expansion continues to be identified as a priority for the EDA as studies indicate that over 70% of 
new job growth results from existing businesses. In addition, existing businesses have a stake in the community, invest in 
local efforts and organizations, and have valuable input on future needs of the city. 

The EDA plans to continue its BR&E program in 2024, as the business climate continues to evolve and new businesses 
are welcomed into our community. Should any business wish to arrange or visit or speak with and EDA official, please 
reach out to Joshua Tetzlaff, EDA Executive Director, at jtetzlaff@ci.new-prague.mn.us.  
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Construction Activity in New Prague 
As the City moved into 2023, the construction climate seemed to have shifted back to a high demand for activity. The 
problem many builders faced throughout 2022 though was supply chain issues that made product either difficult or 
expensive to obtain. That being said, we did see some building in New Prague. In the residential area, permits for new 
homes overall were down from 2022. This is likely attributed to both the high cost of building as well as the lack of 
availability, as available lots in New Prague are under 50 total. New Prague did not see any multi-family permits this past 
year. 

The below graph shows the residential building permits pulled for new home construction. 
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For commercial and industrial permits, work was similar to previous years. These permits include both new construction 
and remodeling existing construction. The permits for the past year included expansion of local industrial businesses, 
tenant finishes in existing buildings, and new construction for others. 
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As can be seen in the graph below, the Net Tax Capacity for the City of New Prague has continued to grow since 2015. 
Coming out of 2022, New Prague, and the state as a whole, saw upwards of 20% tax capacity rates. Much of this was 
driven by increases in the values set for residential properties, at least in New Prague. 2023 saw a much more subdued 
increase overall. 

Net tax capacity is determined by multiplying a property’s taxable market value by the relevant class rate. Class rates are 
set by statute, vary by property type, and are uniform statewide. Growth in net tax capacity is due to both new 
construction within New Prague as well as rising property values. 
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Remaining Buildable Lots in New Prague 
With all the construction activity, there are still buildable lots in New Prague, though they are dwindling. Some of the 
lots that are considered buildable are not actively being marketed. Some common reasons may be that an owner is 
waiting to build in the future or an owner is not interested in building on the lot. In total, there were 38 vacant 
residential lots in New Prague at the end of 2023 that would be able to have a house built on them.   
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On the commercial/industrial side, there are 11 lots that were available in City limits at the end of 2023. The following 
maps show the buildable lots for commercial and industrial properties in town. 
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Industrial Park 
The EDA has had seven lots available for purchase for a number of years in the Industrial Park on the west side of town. 
In Q4 2022, the City received letters from three businesses who had intentions to purchase all seven lots. The EDA 
ended up closing on four of those seven in 2023, while once again actively marketing the remaining three. While interest 
remains in the three lots, the current business climate with higher interest rates that has been seen over the last fifteen 
years is a common reason the City has heard for businesses not purchasing the remaining lots. 
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End of Year EDA Financials 
2023 End of Year EDA Income Statement 
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End of Year EDA Balance Sheet

 


